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In 2016 Big Picture Education celebrated ten 
years of innovative personalised learning in 
Australian schools.
Schools, systems and philanthropists joined 
with us to apply the Big Picture learning design 
in a range of contexts.
National and international networking and 
learning events kept the growing number of Big 
Picture people connected and enthused.

A DECADE ON
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Big Picture Education Australia 
(BPEA) is a not-for-profit network of 
educators implementing a distinctive 
design for schools in a range of 
different community settings. Our 
purpose is to influence vital changes 
in education. Our motivation is that 
too many of our young people are 
not achieving their potential. Many 
are not engaged in school learning 
and some do not complete school.

We do not own schools or manage 

them. We work with education 
systems to adapt the innovative Big 
Picture Education (BPE) design to fit 
specific schools and communities. 
Across Australia nearly 40 sites 
currently explore the BPE design. 
New schools, existing schools 
converting to BPE, Big Picture 
academies within schools and other 
sites work to improve learning. 
Underpinning the BPE design are 
some important distinguishers 
(outlined opposite).

WHO WE ARE

We want to make vital changes in education by generating and 
sustaining innovative, personalised schools that work with the 

real world of their greater communities.
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BIG PICTURE SCHOOL 
DISTINGUISHERS

1. Academic rigour: Head,     
heart and hand
Big Picture schools have a strong 
intellectual purpose for each 
and every student. Students are 
continually challenged to deepen 
their learning and improve their 
performance across five learning 
goals: quantitative reasoning, 
empirical reasoning, social 
reasoning, communication skills and 
personal qualities. A high standard 
of academic work is expected of all 
students.

2. Leaving to learn: Learning         
through internships
Students work two days a week in 
an interest-based internship with 
a mentor from the community on 
an intellectually rigorous real-world 
project that is connected to their 
learning goals.

3. Personalisation: One 
student at a time
With the help of the advisory teacher 
and parents, each student develops 
a learning plan that explores their 
interests and passions, and identifies 
personal learning goals, authentic 
project work and wider curriculum 
requirements. This plan is reviewed 
and updated regularly.

4. Authentic assessment
Each term the students exhibit 
their portfolios of work to a panel 
made up of the advisory teacher, 
family, peers, the mentor, and others 
from the community. They provide 

evidence of progress against their 
learning goals and they reflect on the 
process of their learning.

5. Collaboration for learning
Students work in one-on-one or 
small group learning environments 
around their interests both inside 
and outside the school. Through 
internships, the community plays an 
integral role in the education of the 
students.

6. Learning in advisory
Students are in an advisory group 
of no more than 17 students and 
an advisory teacher. They stay in 
the same advisory for much of their 
secondary education. The advisory 
teacher manages each student’s 
learning plan and ensures that all 
learning goals and the National 
Curriculum are covered.

7. Trust, respect and care
One of the striking things about 
Big Picture schools is the ease 
with which students interact with 
adults in both the school and the 
wider community. A culture of trust, 
respect and care is shared between 
students and adults, as well as 
among students themselves.

8. Everyone’s a leader
In Big Picture Schools, leadership 
is shared among the principal, staff, 
students, family, and community 
partners. Opportunities for 
leadership are created for everyone.

9. Families are enrolled too
Big Picture schools aim for real 
family engagement. Parents or 
carers are regarded as essential 
members of the learning team, 
beginning with the application 
process and progressing through 
to learning plan development, 
exhibitions and graduation.

10. Creating futures
All students are expected to 
graduate from school to further 
learning. They are prepared for, 
and connected to, opportunities for 
learning at university and/or other 
further education.

11. Teachers and leaders are 
learners too
New ideas constantly emerge as 
part of the learning cycle process. 
Teachers and leaders in Big Picture 
schools and programs regularly 
attend to new ideas and learn new 
ways of working. They develop 
reflective practice and find ways of 
sharing this learning with others.

12. Diverse and enduring 
partnerships
A Big Picture School has a strong 
focus on building and creating 
external partnerships. These 
include partnerships with the family, 
mentors, local councils, businesses, 
universities, TAFE colleges and 
other training providers. These 
partnerships give students the 
opportunities to pursue their learning 
and achieve their goals.

There are a number of design elements that, in combination, distinguish Big Picture Education from other designs 
of schooling. These elements or ‘distinguishers’ influence everything that advisory teachers, leaders, students and 
families try to do in a Big Picture school or program.

The distinguishers are:
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OUR BOARD

Chris Ryan - Chair
Chris Ryan’s career in education 
includes roles as a teacher, school 
executive member, manager of state 
equity programs, researcher, policy 
adviser and an education leader 
with more than 10 years experience 
as a member of the NSW Senior 
Executive Service. He was elected 
Chair in February, 2014.

Bruce Kiloh
Bruce chaired the Board from 2005 
to 2014. He was the assistant 
regional director for the Western 
Metropolitan Region, Department of 
Education & Training in Victoria. Prior 
to that he was an assistant general 
manager responsible for a range 
of social justice initiatives in the 
Department.

Susan French
Susan is the principal of St Johns 
Park High School. She has held a 
number of senior executive positions 
with the Australian Education 
Union (ACT) and the NSW Teachers 
Federation and its Health Society. 
She led the ANSN in NSW and was 
a founding member of BPEA.

Joanne Roberts

Joanne is Principal of Ascot Vale 
Primary School, a past board 
member of the Victorian Curriculum 
Authority and past Victorian State 
Coordinator of the Australian 
National Schools Network. She 
has worked in both primary and 
secondary sectors of education 
in Victorian schools. Her current 
research work is exploring middle 
years of schooling implementation 
and looking at Big Picture design 

principles at the primary end of 
schooling.

Keith Reams
Keith is a client services principal 
of Deloitte’s Global Transfer Pricing 
Group and the service line leader 
for the Asia Pacific Region. He is 
also the client services principal and 
lead economist Pacific Rim Global 
Transfer Pricing for Deloitte’s Transfer 
Pricing Group in San Francisco.

Chris Bonnor

Chris Bonnor AM is a public 
education consultant and advocate. 
He is the co-author (with Jane Caro) 
of “The Stupid Country – How 
Australia is Dismantling Public 
Education” published by UNSW 
Press in 2007. He has served as 
principal of two secondary schools 
in NSW and until 2006 was President 
of the NSW Secondary Principals’ 
Council.

Mike Hollings
Mike is the Chief Executive of New 
Zealand’s largest school, Te Aho o 
Te Kura Pounamu, which provides 
distance education to around 25,000 
school-age and early childhood 
students each year. He has more 
than 30 years of experience in the 
education sector, from teaching 
through to management, policy 
development and review.

Viv White
Viv is a co-founder, Managing 
Director and Company Secretary of 
BPEA. Prior to leading this venture, 
Viv was CEO of the Victorian 
Schools Innovation Commission 

and the Australian National Schools 
Network. She has a thirty-year 
history of international work in 
educational reform, research, policy 
and practice.

James Walker
James has extensive experience 
in building businesses and 
commercialising technology. 
He has led and managed global 
companies across a wide range of 
industries, including hotel marketing, 
biotechnology and mining and 
safety services. Over the past 
fifteen years James has completed 
multiple capital raisings on both 
the Australian and London stock 
exchanges as well as through private 
equity and other sources. James is 
a fellow of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Australia and holds 
a Bachelor of Commerce from the 
University of New South Wales.

John Hogan
John is a director of BPEA 
and is engaged as a school 
consultant. John has extensive 
experience, expertise and training 
in: consulting, coaching and 
supervision; action learning and 
group work; strategic and project 
planning; curriculum development; 
and research and evaluation. He 
runs an education consulting 
business, Redgum Consulting  
Pty Ltd.
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2016 is a big year for Big Picture 
Education Australian. It marks the 
ten year anniversary of our work with 
Australian schools to redesign their 
work to engage young people in their 
education and life.

I feel like I am more energised now, 
after seeing what we have achieved, 
than when we set out in 2006 - A 
small group of practitioners, with a 
(very) small amount of money and a 
small goal with big consequences for 
Australian education.

We had seen the incredible work of 
Big Picture Learning in the USA and 
we just wanted to test the model in 
Australia. If we could get one school 
in Australia on board; one school 
to really take on the challenge of 
re-thinking, re-organising and re-
designing within the existing systems 
and contexts; one Big Picture 
Education school; could it deliver the 
breakthrough in student engagement 
and learning outcomes so needed 
by so many Australian schools and 
communities?

After ten years, working with 100s of 
schools in every state and territory, 
the answer is conclusively yes!

We have had schools join with 
us and then find other directions. 
Schools close, reorganise, undergo 
leadership changes. But our base 
membership keeps growing steadily 

with schools that are serious about 
changing the lives of young people 
through personalised learning.

Perhaps our biggest success of 2016 
is the gazetting of the Launceston 
Big Picture School. While we have 
had many successful stand-alone 
Big Picture campuses, LBPS is the 
first fully gazetted Big Picture School 
in Australia. LBPS has a fully funded 
Principal and staffing allocation and 
will act as a demonstration school for 
others to visit and learn from.

2016 also marks significant 
breakthroughs in our collaboration 
with state and federal systems 
and stakeholders. Our national 
research project with ACARA not 
only demonstrated the Big Picture 
Design is a natural fit for Work 
Studies, it also delivers on the rest 
of the curriculum outcomes and 
general capabilities in a integrated 
student-centred design. We have 
also formalised arrangements with 
the NSW and Tasmanian Education 
departments to support the work 
of our demonstration schools and 
pave the way for others to follow by 
example.

We forge on internationally, working 
closely with Big Picture Learning 
USA to help create Big Picture 
schools in China, India and the UK.

But, it is the “small” Big Picture 

stories that drive my passion for 
the work. Working with individual 
students in Big Picture advisories to 
uncover their passions and help them 
to map out their own future. Re-
engaging educators at workshops 
and our wonderful National 
Conference in Newcastle and seeing 
their spirits swell as they see a way 
forward to doing the kind of work 
they have always wanted to do. 
Hearing parents and families heartfelt 
stories about their children that the 
people in Big Picture have “rescued”. 
All the while knowing that we have 
a design for learning that doesn’t 
really rescue people, but drives the 
passion, self belief, relationships 
and skills for young people to 
rescue themselves. Creating futures 
for the engaged and self-directed 
communities of the future.

After 10 years we have only started, 
our next significant piece of work 
involves tackling the “missing link” 
between engaged students and 
tertiary education. Can we break the 
chains of standardised testing and 
University Entrance ranking for young 
people in our schools?

Watch this space!

Viv White 
Managing Director

MANAGING 
DIRECTOR’S 
REPORT
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Our schools
BPEA has come a long way. During 
2016 we had over 40 schools 
working with the Big Picture learning 
design as:

• brand new or ‘greenfield’ Big 
Picture schools

• whole schools converting to Big 
Picture. Big Picture ‘academies’ 
within an existing school 

• Big Picture ‘inspired schools’

• Big Picture ‘inspired academies’ 
within schools.

Our approach with our schools is 
one school at a time. All of them are 
connected to our network and we 
tailor coaching and development 
plans for each school depending 
on needs, size of program, level of 
internal support and budgets.

Each school that expresses interest 
in engaging in a redesign of their 
school or program becomes an 
exploring school. Once this phase is 
complete they may start a new site, 
convert an existing school or design 
an academy within the school. This 
work is long term and strategic. The 
whole school is involved.

We offer our schools:

• ‘getting started’ consultation

• school visits

• workshops

• coaching

•  networking – learning from each 
other

• promotion and dissemination of 
resources

• communications and support

• research and development

Case study - Launceston Big Picture School.
City Campus was one of the first Big Picture Campuses in Australia. It 
was originally created in a disused technical college building located 
near the University of Tasmania in the Inveresk precinct of Launceston. It 
operated as a campus of five local high schools.

In 2015 the campus was faced with closure due to the changing 
requirements of the original partner high schools, despite continued 
evidence of significant gains in student engagement.

Due to a concerted grass roots campaign by parents and communities 
members, the school was not only kept open by Education Minister 
Jeremy Rockcliff, it was gazetted as a stand-alone High School. This 
means the school is now autonomously funded and staffed with full 
allocation of resources.

The school was renamed as Launceston Big Picture school, and now 
becomes the first stand-alone Big Picture school in Australia, 

With an initial enrollment of 46, growing to a maximum of 150, 
Launceston Big Picture School is a Big Picture demonstration 
school committed to using the Big Picture design for learning and 
distinguishers to engage young people in learning.

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2016 
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Case study - ACARA 
Work Studies and  
Beyond.

In 2016 BPEA completed a major 
research report for the Australian 
Curriculum, Assessment and 
Reporting Authority (ACARA). 

Big Picture Education Australia 
was to collect and annotate work 
samples, provide illustrations 
of practice, map aspects of the 
work against the curriculum, and 
generally provide feedback to the 
Australian Curriculum, Assessment 
and Reporting Authority (ACARA) 
regarding the new Work Studies 
Years 9-10 curriculum.

BPEA research process
Experienced BPEA advisory 
teachers and/or leaders from eight 
Big Picture schools and academies 
were selected to work together 
to articulate and document their 
school and classroom practice.

Three two-day research circle 
meetings were held to share, study 
and  map the work in each school. 
The BPEA project coordinator 
visited all project schools to better 
understand the local context 
and the work in progress in each 
school.

In addition to this report, three key 
resources were produced in this 
project:

1. A suite of work samples and 
assessment tasks that align with 
the content and achievement 
standards of the Australian 
Curriculum: Work Studies Years 
9-10.

2. A mapping document that audits 
the work achieved against Work 

Studies Years 9-10 and other areas 
of the Australian Curriculum.

3. A suite of ten video Illustrations 
of Practice showcasing students, 
advisory teachers, parents and 
mentors from BPEA schools/
academies.

Research findings
As expected, the BPE design 
does deliver the Work Studies 
curriculum holistically, without it 
being timetabled as an optional, 
separate study for Years 9 and 10 
students. Big Picture Education 
offers an innovative and proven 
approach to delivering this latest 
study area and offers to systems of 
education a new model of learning 
for secondary schooling.

The curriculum covered is being 
connected with intent and purpose 
in students’ minds.

The BPEA curriculum gives 
students permission to pursue their 
interests with rigorous learning and 
this can be captured and assessed 
against Work Studies Years 9-10 
achievement standards. The BPE 
design allows students to achieve 
the Work Studies core curriculum 
content as well as Option 1: 
School-Industry cooperative 
project. 

Learning takes place continuously 
in a truly personalised learning 
environment.

Students become experts in their 
field of study and teach each 
other via exhibitions and Advisory 
activities.

The BPE design is exceptional 
in delivering evidence of student 
learning and development of 
the General Capabilities in the 
Australian Curriculum.

Beyond expectation, LTI projects 
provide evidence of extensive 
links to much more of the 
curriculum than just work studies. 
Mapping tasks showed strong 
coverage of English and the 
General Capabilities skills and 
understandings and all other areas 
of the Australian Curriculum as 
relevant.

Beyond expectation, BPEA 
schools working in predominantly 
indigenous communities have 
evidence of increased student 
engagement, confidence and 
attendance at school when 
the learning begins with their 
own passions. BPEA schools 
in indigenous communities 
are experiencing success in 
connecting students and their 
families to learning; learning that 
is leading to career possibilities 
and overall improved outcomes for 
the young people themselves. The 
BPE learning design can deliver 
student success in very complex 
learning environments.
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Big Picture schools are doing 
groundbreaking work. A critical role 
of BPEA is to provide opportunities 
for these schools to network and 
share. We help teachers and school 
leaders from across Australia share 
experiences, support each other, 
develop new ways of working and 
stay inspired.

National Conference
The Big Picture Education 
conference was held in Newcastle, 
NSW at the historic town hall.

For three days over 100 attendees 
shared their learning and successes.

Special focus was given to 
implementation, student voice and 
indigenous education.

Professional Development
We continue to run professional 
development workshops around 
Australia.

We ran five day foundation training 
programs in Canberra, WA and 
Newcastle.

We ran a two day ‘Leaving to Learn’ 
workshop in WA and Sydney.

We ran five Project Based Learning 
workshops in NSW and WA.

Our training programs are based 
around personalising learning; we 
model the same skills, techniques 
and approach to learning that we 
teach our students.

Our registered training organisation 
(RTO) is developing finely honed 
courseware that meets Big Picture 
learning principles as well as national 
VET standards.

Support from Schools and 
Citizens
Philanthropy, business and 
communities are supportive of  
our work.

Organisations that want to help 
disadvantaged communities can see 
how Big Picture schools re-engage 
young people with learning and 
make the school a hub for engaging 
family and community.

Businesses can see how the Big 
Picture Education design prepares 
young people for the 21st century 
workplace, helping students become 
a catalyst for their own learning and 
pursue their passions.

With real-world projects, Big Picture 
students develop superior thinking 
skills, employability skills and 
technical expertise.

Even though Big Picture schools 
are relatively new, the evidence that 
they work is impressive. Attendance 
and engagement measures show 
students and families are engaging 
and learning. Discipline problems are 
greatly resolved. Student work and 
exhibitions are rich and authentic.

A Seat at the Table 
Big Picture Education is now a 
recognised stakeholder in Australian 
education. We have Memorandums 
of Understanding (MOUs) with the 
systems of education in Tasmania 
and NSW. We work with national 
standards bodies ACARA and the 
Australian Institute of Teaching 
and School Leadership (AITSL) to 
develop innovative policies and 
practices. Big Picture students and 
teachers presented their work to the 
Global Educational Leaders Program 
(GELP). It recognises Big Picture 

learning design as one of 10 designs 
globally that meet the needs of 21st 
century learners.

Government Financial Support
Although BPEA is not directly 
funded by government at this point 
in time, we must acknowledge that 
our schools get enormous support 
from their relevant state and federal 
departments.

This comes through student 
funding, priority funding, teacher 
relief for professional development 
and specific project grant monies. 
Government funding of BPEA 
schools amounts to many millions 
of dollars. One of the priorities in the 
coming financial year is to account 
for and acknowledge this incredible 
support. 

OUR NETWORK-BUILDING EVENTS 
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Partners:

Big Picture New Zealand 
(BPNZ)
Our New Zealand colleagues join 
us and share their growing work. 
Our 2014 conference was held in 
Wellington, NZ in collaboration with 
BPNZ and Big Picture Learning USA.

Big Picture Learning
We have close and ongoing ties with 
the USA organisation, working to 
expand our international work.

Dusseldorp Skills Forum
Dusseldorp Forum has a 25 year 
history of working to improve the 
educational and life opportunities 
of children and young people 
throughout Australia. In 2016 they 
supported the develpment of a 
graduate portfolio entry to university 
program.

Staff:
BPEA operates with a small and 
dedicated management team.

Viv White
Managing director of BPEA. Her 
job is to execute the strategy of the 
board and support the network.

Peter Young
Peter edits written materials and 
supports the communications and 
publishing team.

Grace Vaughan
Grace is executive assistant to the 
managing director as well as taking 
on a variety of administrative and 
creative duties.

Imogen Szumer
Imogen took over the role of 
executive assistant to the managing 
director in 2016. Imogen also brings 
her legal training to bear in managing  
contract work, MOUs and service 
agreements.

Key Contractors:
Big Picture Education Australia 
maximises the value of donations 
and funding by minimising the 
number of staff directly employed by 
the organisation. Contractors who 
work within agreed budgets and 
projects carry out a large proportion 
of the work. Contractors also bring 
new work and projects into the 
organisation.

Steven Walley
Steven Walley has been critical to the 
strength and success of Big Picture 
Education in Tasmania. He is a past 
principal of a Big Picture school 
and coaches in, and networks with, 
schools in Tasmania. He also works 
nationally as a coach.

Peter Morgan
Peter Morgan has been working with 
the hub of Big Picture schools in the 
Hunter Region of NSW. He has been 
integral in supporting schools in 
Newcastle, as well as pursuing new 
opportunities with local government 
and community stakeholders. He has 
developed our work in indigenous 
schools, including his own at 
Brewarrina.

Bruce Kiloh
Bruce Kiloh is responsible for school 
coaching, new opportunities and 
government relations in Victoria.

Joe Wickert and Joanne Pettit 
Summer Hill Media

Summer Hill Media is responsible 
for the communications needs of 
BPEA. Joe and Joanne maintain and 
develop the website, film and edit 
moving images, write and design 
publications, as well as crafting 
communication with internal and 
external stakeholders. In addition, 
Joe manages the Registered Training 
Organisation (RTO) for BPEA.

Booksworm
Booksworm is responsible for 
accounting services, budgeting and 
financial reporting.

PARTNERS, STAFF AND 
CONTRACTORS
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Portfolio entry to University
We are commencing a major new 
project to connect the missing link 
for Big Picture students from Big 
Picture Learning to tertiary study.

Online learning
We are developing online modules of 
core Big Picture ideas.

WHERE TO FROM HERE?
In 2017 we will be working at consolidating our success.

We will work with education systems, government and funders to ensure a model of sustainability for the future.

We will use the annual conference, school visits, PD, e-news, the website, public relations and research reports to 
measure and review progress each quarter and demonstrate the Big Picture effect.

We will continue to support our schools with direct contact and local support, as well as continuing high level 
discussions with government, business and the media.
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AUDITED DIRECTORS AND 
FINANCIAL REPORTS 

2015/16
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Note 2013 2012
$ $

3 1,028,241 1,120,150 

(345,800) (360,006)
(2,569) (3,261)

 -  25,880 
(585,509) (531,657)
(87,532) (120,364)

(165,882) (191,714)

(159,051) (60,972)

 -   -  

12 (159,051) (60,972)

 -   -  

(159,051) (60,972)

Other comprehensive income for the year, net of tax

Total comprehensive income for the year attributable to the members of 
Big Picture Education Ltd

Deficit before income tax expense

Employee benefits expense

Impairment of assets

Expenses

Big Picture Education Ltd

For the year ended 30 June 2013
Statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income

Travelling expense
Other expenses

Revenue

Depreciation and amortisation expense

Subcontracted expenses

Deficit after income tax expense for the year attributable to the members 
of Big Picture Education Ltd

Income tax expense

The above statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income should be read in conjunction with the 
accompanying notes

Page 9
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Notes to the financial statementsBig Picture Education Ltd

30 June 2013

2013 2012$ $

666,187 603,225 

12,660 10,588  -  11,667 295,623 468,258 53,771 26,412  -   -  362,054 516,925 

 -   -  1,028,241 1,120,150 

2013 2012$ $

150 150 656,697 619,907 

 -   -  656,847 620,057 

2013 2012$ $

30,270 63,059 

2013 2012$ $

 -  42,380  -  (42,380)

 -   -   -   -  

Note 4.  Current assets - cash and cash equivalents

Note 5.  Current assets - trade and other receivables

Note 3.  Revenue

Other revenue

InterestRent

Other revenue

Rendering of services

Revenue

Donations

Sales revenue

The company has recognised a profit of $Nil (2012: $42,380) in profit or loss in respect of impairment of receivablesfor the year ended 30 June 2013.

Cash on handCash at bank

Impairment of receivables

Trade receivables

Closing balance

Opening balance

Movements in the provision for impairment of receivables are as follows:

Unused amounts reversed

Page 17
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